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Abstract
With the rapid developments of virtualization techniques, cloud data centers have had
enabled cost effective, flexible, and customizable deployments of applications in virtualized
infrastructure. Virtual machine placement problem is a problem of paramount importance
to the design of cloud data centers. It aims to assign each virtual machine to a server
in the cloud environment. Typically, the problem involves complex relations and multiple
design factors as well as local policies that govern the assignment decisions. It also involves
different parties including cloud administrators and customers that we need to consider
their preferences while opting for a solution. Thus, it is significant to not only return an
optimized solution to the underlying placement problem but also a solution that reflects the
given preferences of these parties. In this paper, we provide a detailed review on the role of
preferences in the current literature of the virtual machine placement problem. We further
discuss some challenges and identify possible research opportunities to better incorporate
preferences within the problem.
1 Introduction
Today, virtualization technology has facilitated the hosting of millions of services and applica-
tions on the cloud and simplified their deployments and accesses. Many small, medium, and large
organizations have been moving their applications or the whole datacenter to the cloud. This is
mainly due to its economical advantage such that expenses of building and maintaining a private
data center including both equipment and manpower are cut down to subscription installments.
Cloud datacenters also maintain high degree of flexibility where services and applications can be
deployed, terminated, migrated, and replicated on-demand [63, 77]. In addition, cloud datacen-
ters offer a wide range of customizable settings and add-ins features to suit the requirements and
non-functional needs of different customers.
Essentially, virtualization enables dynamic sharing of physical resources such as processors,
memory, and storage of the cloud infrastructure. An application is installed on a logically
isolated virtual machine (VM) that has limited and pre-configured access to the shared resources
of physical machines (PM) and networking devices. The process of mapping the VMs to the
existing PMs is commonly known as virtual machine placement (VMP) problem. VMP problem
is of paramount importance to the design and operation of cloud data centers. Throughout
the last decade, there have been many works addressing the VMP from different perspectives,
offering solutions from different backgrounds. The majority of these works were concerned about
the profitability of datacenters and the energy bill as well as other operation aspects.
While many proposals share similar objectives, they may have taken different approaches,
yielding a wide range of frameworks, models, and algorithms.
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A pre-requisite to the success of existing approaches is handling customer and administrator
preferences when looking for a placement. This is due to the fact that cloud administrators and
customers are often not satisfied with any placement or solution. They are rather interested in
the best, or at least good, solution which reflects their preferences. As a motivating example,
consider Bob who wants to place a VM that require one unit of CPU and two units of RAM.
Alice, on the other hand, has a VM that require two units of CPU and one unit of RAM. The
cloud datacenter, which is administrated by Charlie, has two physical machines P1 with 3 CPU
and 4 RAM and P2 with 4 CPU and 3 RAM. Assume the objective is to minimize the total
wastage of RAM and CPU. Obviously, the four possible placements (P1, P1),(P2, P2),(P1, P2), and
(P2, P1) are all Pareto optimal with total wastage of 8.
Now, assume Alice and Bob both prefer placing their VMs in a PM with faster CPU. In such
case,the solution (P2, P2) is preferred to all other solutions. Furthermore, in case this solution
is unattainable (e.g., violating a constraint), (P1, P2) and (P2, P1) are both preferred to (P1, P2).
These placements represent the most preferred feasible placements given both Bob and Alice
preferences. Finally, Charlie prefers Bob’s VM be placed on P1 to better meet Bob’s SLA and
therefore, (P1, P2) is the optimal placement given the three preferences.
This example demonstrates that cloud customers and administrators may have preferences
that need to be considered while consolidating customer VMs (e.g., customers prefer servers with
faster CPU) and solutions are no longer indifferent but some are preferred to others.
There has been a number of attempts trying to capture preferences during the VMP process.
For instance, statements of the form “I prefer X and Y to be placed on a different geographic
location", “I prefer X not to be co-located with other VMs", or "I prefer X and Y to be placed
on the same PM" are particularly popular in the literature as customer preferences [2, 21, 23,
24, 82, 83, 95].
Furthermore, the cloud administrator is usually overwhelmed with a large set of possible
placements and has several preferences on the deployment process. While any solution in the
set is optimal to the underlying constraints and objectives, some solutions are expected to be
preferred (by the administrator or customer) compared to others [37, 39, 83, 85, 89]. Neglecting
the preferences while finding a solution would discourage the customers from subscribing to
the cloud and administrators from using the proposed approach. Hence, proper handling of
preferences is a critical issue to address in the design of a cloud.
The relevant literature is rich of survey papers about the VMP problem. There are multiple
survey papers that interested readers may refer to, such as [7, 55, 56, 59, 63, 65, 74, 77, 90, 96].
Most of these surveys provide multiple classifications and reviews of approaches to handle the
VMP problem modeling, the objectives and constraints representation and formulation, the
techniques used to solve the problems, the scope and the context in which the placement is
taking place and more profoundly to its variants. This paper tries to look deeper into the notion
of preferences in the VMP context. We begin with a clarification to what we mean by preferences
in the context of an optimization problem. Figure 1 shows a conceptual difference between the
three types of knowledge. Basically, the objectives and constraints of the problem instantiate its
optimality and feasibility regions, whereas as satisfaction is commonly attributed to preferences
[75]. Indeed, one can promote a preference to an objective or constraint. Many attempts in the
literature adopt this methodology and add preferences as an objective to the problem. We believe
such transformation albeit perhaps efficient, has its own drawback as it is not always possible
to construct objectives that reflect the preferences without losing some information. Especially
when the customer or administrator pose complex preference statements over different aspects
of the network.
In this paper, we provide a detailed survey of VMP proposals that incorporate soft constraints
and preferences highlighting their types, implications, and the algorithms used to handle them.
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Figure 1: The satisfaction level expected for different types of information: Constraints are
requirements that every solution needs to satisfy; Objectives are the deriving force in searching
and choosing one feasible solution over another in the feasible region; Preferences represent wishes
and desires. Objectives and constraints are part of the problem representation and thus need to
be taken into account in any algorithm while preferences are the key concept in personalizing an
approach to the customers and administrators.
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Figure 2: General Classification of the preferences approaches on Virtualization
We also discuss some challenges and identify possible research opportunities to better incor-
porate preferences within the problem. A classification of the proposed approaches is given in
Figure 2. These also constitute important aspects that need to be addressed when proposing an
approach: what is the source of the preferences? (e.g., customer or administrator), How does the
preferences get represented (i.e., via utility function, binary relation,..etc), the algorithm family
(e.g., heuristic, metaheuristics, or exact), and the VMP context (i.e., migration, re-placement,
or initial placement).
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section 2 presents background regarding the
VMP problem and preferences. We then review the current literature on the VMP problem with
preferences in Section 3. Section 4 provide our insights on the potential benefits of preference
incorporation into the VMP problem, followed by a discussion over current limitations and future
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Figure 3: A 3-layer tree topology of a data center.
opportunities. We conclude this work in Section 5.
2 Background
2.1 VMP design problem
The virtual machine placement problem (VMP) is an essential problem in the design and oper-
ation of cloud data centers. The problem is concerned about placing each virtual machine to a
physical machine (a server) in the data center. The decision of such placement highly impacts
the performance of the data center such as the utilization levels, traffic congestion level, and
energy consumption, all of which the decision maker (DM) continuously tries to optimize.
An example of a data center network topology is shown in Figure 3. The tree architecture
comprises three layers, namely, Core, Aggregation, and Edge layer. The core layer is the data
center gateway to the public Internet, whereas the switches in the edge layer interconnect the
servers (called physical machines) to each other and to the gateway through the middle layer
switches. More about alternative architectures can be found in [66].
A basic VMP problem can be defined as follows: Given PM = {P1, P2, ..., Pm}, a set of m
physical machines (Pk) and VM = {V1,V2, ...,Vn}, a set of n virtual machines (Vi), how to place
each virtual machine (VM) into a physical machine (PM) while optimizing a set of objectives
and satisfying a set of constraints.
2.1.1 Objectives
Basically, the utmost goal when solving a VMP problem is to optimize some metrics of interest.
These metrics are identified as objectives. From a cloud administrator perspective, the main
objectives considered in the VMP are highly related to maintaining profitable operation of the
cloud. On top of the list of these objectives is the energy consumption. Typically, energy
consumption is modeled in terms of CPU utilization, and a possible minimization approach is to
distribute the load among existing PMs to reduce CPU usage on each PM. Alternatively, turning
off underutilized PMs and move their VMs to other PMs appeared to be more effective strategy.
However, this approach brings the issue of wear-and-tear to the surface as PMs maintaining higher
resource utilization are expected to fail sooner than others. In addition to energy consumption,
efficient packing of VMs with low defragmentation (resource wastage index) increases the ability
to accommodate more VMs in the cloud which is an important feature from the profitability
perspective. Moreover, each VM may need to communicate with another VM to perform a
certain task. If the two communicating VMs are hosted by the same PM, then no traffic will go
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through the switches. However, if they reside on two different machines, traffic has to go through
intermediate switches. This kind of traffic is called intra-datacenter traffic as opposed to external
traffic from/to the Internet. Excessive intra-datacenter traffic may disrupt traffic between VMs
and Internet as intermediate switches may become congested. In order to prevent this from
happening, the traffic between peer VMs needs to be localized as much as possible. This can be
achieved by placing VMs that are highly interdependent close to each other. However, this is
mainly constrained by the capacities of the PMs.
The objectives may also involve other metrics that contribute to the profitability index.
For example, traffic minimization to avoid unpredicted/undesired congestion that may degrade
performance, QoS satisfaction, infrastructure (PMs, switches, etc) reliability as failures not only
impact performance but can entail operational cost for repairing or replacing failed units, VM
availability through placing replicas, energy consumption of switches, routers, and auxiliary
equipments (e.g., cooling system), etc. For a more examples on alternative objectives the reader
is referred to [7, 55, 59, 65, 74, 96].
Generally, a single objective or multiple objectives can be involved in making the placement
decision. However, due to the nature of the VMP problem, involving multiple dimensions,
factors, stakeholders, and influential metrics, researchers usually consider multiple objectives.
As discussed above, these objectives are highly interdependent and likely conflicting to each
other.
2.1.2 Constraints
Mostly, any VMP problem can be seen as a pin packing problem. And hence the constraints are
more or less similar to the pin packing problem: the assignment constraint ensures that each VM
is assigned to one PM, and one PM can host multiple VMs, and the capacity constraint ensures
enough resources on the PM are available to utilize and fulfill VM requirements. Typically, each
VM requires some resource described in terms of CPU cycles, RAM space, disk space, network
BW, etc. While a server Pk , leveraging virtualization techniques, can host more than a single
VM, the resource utilization (i.e., load) should not exceed its resource capacities. In addition,
other design considerations can be imposed as constraints. For example, a cloud administrator
may be interested in setting a limit for the number of VMs migrations to avoid instability and
interruption of the cloud operation, or imposing a constraint on security levels for some VMs.
2.1.3 Variants
There are multiple variants of the basic VMP problem that appeared in the literature. Basic
VMP problem may assume there are some VMs hosted in a DC and new VM/s are to be placed
on PMs based on the current utilization and operational status of the DC. On the long run,
this might lead to defragmentation of the resources. Therefore, rearrangement of the VM-PM
mapping is desired in which multiple VMs are consolidated into a PM to enhance the mapping
efficiency [78]. Migration is the technique used to move a running VM from its current PM and
re-assign it to a new PM. It is a powerful technique that enables the cloud operator to reallocate
resources and reconfigure assignment based on current status of the machines [96]. However,
there are critical considerations when making the migration decision, particularly, related to the
timing, frequency, and the cost of migration [86]. Hence, these factors exacerbate the complexity
of problem in which adopting soft rules or preferences to handle them and introduce a meaningful
trade-off is advisable. In our study, we refer to these VMP problem variants when classifying
the proposals.
A VMP problem can also be classified based on the number of the clouds involved [55]. A
single cloud (private or public) problem is concerned about placing each VM into a PM with
5
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Figure 4: A General classification of Preferences from representation point of view.
the same datacenter. Multiple clouds, typically, entails solving two assignment problems in
which the system has to distribute incoming VMs requests over the different clouds and then
optimize each cloud individually. There are multiple architectures and models for multi-clouds
problem, for example hybrid cloud [84], multiple cloud with multiple administrators [69], and
others [29, 35, 36, 57]. Another related but different problem is the cloud administrators selection
problem where it is assumed customers express preferences and intermediate brokers negotiate
for the best offer [3, 42, 54, 58].
2.2 Preferences
Preferences are ubiquitous. Whether we want to choose a restaurant for lunch, watch a movie
or purchase an airline ticket, we often have preferences over the set of available alternatives.
Thus, preferences play a key role in the decision making process and have been an active topic
of research in many fields such as artificial intelligence, economics, and operations research [41].
Preferences can be roughly classified based on their representation to quantitative and quali-
tative. In quantitative preferences, users express preferences with numerical value representing
the utility of having one alternative. On the other hand, qualitative preferences are expressed
based on comparative assessments of alternatives. Figure 4 shows a general classification of pref-
erences. The graphical models refers to a class of models that have been introduced lately in
the literature to represent the preferences in a compact way. They rely on the notion of (con-
ditional) preferential independency among attributes and can be described in terms of vertices
and edges of a graph [4]. In what follows, we review basic methods to represent preferences (see
for example, [25] for a comprehensive introduction to the field). Informally, preferences are any
additional knowledge that is not part of the problem requirements and objectives, but represent
the subjective judgments of the user in liking or disliking an alternative.
In decision theory, preferences provide a way to evaluate alternatives based on subjective
judgments. It is typically assumed that every alternative x is a vector over some k attributes
x = (x1, x2, . . . , xk) that represent the world. For instance, in the context of VMP, an alternative
can be represented by a possible placement of the VMs to PMs and the set of alternatives
represent the placements that are possible given the problem constraints and objectives. Given
a set of alternatives S, there are two important questions that need to be answered by the
preference model:
• (optimality) What is the best alternative given the preferences?
• (dominance) Given two possible alternatives x and y, which one is more preferred?
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One of the simplest models for preferences is the weighted sum model obtained by assigning
an importance weight wi to every attribute i. Then alternatives are assessed based on their value
i.e., w(x) = ∑ki=1 wi xi where wi ≥ 0 and ∑ki=1 wi = 1.
Another representation is the value (or utility) function where alternatives are mapped to
real numbers µ : S → R. Here, every alternative x is mapped to a real number µ(x) that represent
the desirability of the user for such alternative.
Generally, a preference over a set of alternatives S, can be defined as a binary relation on S.
Several properties give arise to different relations. We start by general definition of preference
relations.
Definition 1 A preference relation  is a preorder if  is reflexive and transitive.
A preorder is called a partial order if it is also antisymmetric. Statements of the form x  x ′ is
interpreted as x is at least as good as x ′. Given two alternatives x, x ′, one can derive some useful
conclusions between the two as follows
1. x is strictly preferred to x ′ iff x  x ′ and x ′  x.
2. x is indifferent from x ′ iff x  x ′ and x ′  x.
3. x is incomparable with x ′ iff x  x ′ and x ′  x.
Incomparability capture the scenario where there is no possible information in  to assess the two
alternatives. However, being indifferent means the user is actually prefer both alternatives on
the same level. One important property that is usually assumed in practice is the completeness
of the partial order.
Definition 2 A partial order  is said to be complete iff x  x ′ or x ′  x for any x, x ′ ∈ S.
A complete partial order is also known as a linear order or a ranking over a set S. In such case,
any two alternatives are comparable and one is preferred to the other. Lexicographic preference
relations are also common in practice where an importance order over attributes are assumed.
Another model of preferences that has gained much attention in recent years is the soft
constraint model. In such model, constraints are associated with numerical value representing
the cost, importance, or preference and unlike hard constraints, alternatives are not required to
satisfy all of them. A formal representation for soft constraints is Valued Constraint Satisfaction
Problem (VCSP) [70]. Lastly, the concept of reference point is widely used in the evolutionary
algorithms to capture user’s idealized vision of the solution [19] and define a distance to relatively
evaluate the closeness of a given alternative to the reference point.
3 Literature Survey
Pietri and Sakellariou [63] surveyed the literature addressing the VMP problem, and provided a
set of common optimization techniques used to achieve the desired objectives. In this section,
we survey existing techniques that incorporate the notion of preference and its variants in the
scope of VMP problem.
In the context of VMP problems, preferences have been tackled by means of hints, soft
constraints, soft SLA, relaxation bounds, weights on the objectives, weights on the constraints,
and affinity. One natural classification is to distinguish between preferences that are issued
directly by the user (i.e., cloud administrator or customer) and preferences that are provided
implicitly from a certain measurement (e.g., ranking VMs based on current communication cost).
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Figure 5: The distribution of the preference types in the literature from functional and non-
functional perspective. 51% of the proposed approaches deal only with functional preferences
neglecting user’s genuine preferences on the problem.
The later are related to measurable system attributes. For example, CPU usage index, memory
usage index, and inter-VM traffic are operational factors that can be translated into preference
relation or a ranking. A commonly proposed approach of this type is the affinity-based VMP
problem. It adopts the notion of affinity to evaluate which VM is preferred to be hosted on a
PM, and which PM a VM prefers [13, 75].
The former preferences are derived from people interacting with the system including cloud
administrator and customers. For example, a cloud admin may prefer to place some VMs into
newer PMs for cost considerations, or a customer prefers to have his VMs located on the same
PM or without sharing other VMs [2, 68, 83]. Figure 5 shows the distribution of the approaches
from functional and non-functional perspective.
Table 1 lists some examples for preference usage found in the literature. Clearly, the literature
shows a wide variety of usages. For instance, preferences have been utilized to maintain higher
degree of non-functional aspects such as SLA satisfaction and availability. Also, they have
represented the desire to be placed on higher server resources, or certain geographic location,
One notable usage is ranking PMs based on their available resources and ranking VMs based on
their required resources. Such ranking is often used in the matching algorithms.
In the remainder of this section, we review the literature based on the proposed approach.
We classify the existing works into five classes of algorithms: Metaheuristics, Matching, MCDM,
Heuristics, and others. Table 2 shows an overview of the existing work based on this classification.
3.1 Metaheuristic Approaches
3.1.1 Genetic & Evolutionary Algorithms
Evolutionary Algorithms (EAs) [16] have proven to be a successful approach in solving many
optimization problems including the VMP problem. EAs search for solutions by producing
a popoulation of candidates in every run. The population evolves by applying crossover and
mutation operators. In the past decade, several preference-based EAs have been proposed (see
for example [67] for a survey on preference-based EAs) where the goal is to incorporate user’s
preferences and desires when solving the problem. Thus, returning solutions that are not only
optimized but also preferred by the user.
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Preference References Usage example
Resources
[3, 6, 8, 13, 15, 17,
18, 27, 40, 42, 44,
45, 47, 61, 80, 81,
88, 92, 94]
• A VM ranks PMs based on available resources or resources
utilization ratio.
• A PM ranks VMs based on required resource/s.
• A VM prefers a PM with faster CPU.
Location [48, 64, 76, 79]
• A customer prefers a geographical location over another for
security or reliability concerns.
• A cloud administrator prefers to place a group of VMs in a
specific location for organizational purposes.
Inter-VM de-
pendency [50, 51, 61, 75, 94]
• Preference information is derived from expected/measured
traffic between VMs.
• VMs collaborating in performing specific tasks or services.
Colocation [14, 22–24, 75, 79,84]
• VMs belonging to the same customer are preferred to be
placed close to each other.
• Flexible split preferences i.e., allow group VMs to be placed
on different clouds or in the same cloud.
Anti-
colocation [14, 23, 27]
• Place VMs disjointly for security, reliability, or administrative
purposes.
Sharability [54, 78] • A customer prefers to not share a PM with others.
Migration
cost/overhead [42, 47, 93, 99]
• VMs with lower migration overhead are more preferred to
migrate.
• VMs with migration cost (e.g., susceptible to SLA violation
due to migration) are less preferred to migrate.
Availability/
Reliability [5, 99]
• Include the degree of PM wear-and-tear (e.g., due to frequent
PM ON/OFF cycles) in weighted function.
• Replicate a VM to improve its availability.
Cost [5, 8, 35]
• A customer may prefer a lower cost PM.
• A cloud admin may prefer to place VMs based on their pay-
ment scale and the cost of the infrastructure.
• Typically, the cost computed as utility function composing
multiple attributes or just monetary value.
Ordering [2, 31, 33]
• Preference order of preferred PM to host a VM or a set of
VM.
Distance [15, 43, 93]
• An application prefers computing and storage PMs pair with
smaller distance.
• An application prefers to be placed near a specific PM.
Objectives [1, 10, 20, 33, 52,69, 87]
• The extent to which an objective is prioritized over other
objectives.
SLA [73, 99] • Soft SLA tolerates some violations.
Security [8, 98]
• Security preferences can be modeled as a function of the sys-
tem diversity.
• Place VMs according to their security preferences and PMs
capabilities.
Other/ Un-
specified
[48, 60, 68, 71, 82,
83, 91]
• a generic model in which preferences information are cus-
tomized/defined by the user/DM.
• Place a VM in a specific PM [48, 71].
Table 1: Existing usage scenarios for preferences
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Method References
Metaheuristic
Simulated annealing [1, 82, 83], NSGA-II [2, 10], Improved group-
ing genetic algorithm [20], Memetic Algorithm [33, 52] Ant-colony
[50, 51], heuristics [54] Hybrid algorithm [69]
Matching
Stable matching [17, 18, 22, 35, 43–45, 47, 88, 92], Matching game
[8], Three-sided stable matching [15], Markov approximation &
stable matching [61], College admission problem [42, 94], Resource
Balancing Placement matchmaking [48] Uncertainty principle of
game theory [64], Egalitarian stable Matching [93], Game theory
[98]
MCDM TOPSIS [6, 80, 81], PROMETHEE [40], General MCDM [68],Fuzzy MCDM [5]
Heuristic
First-Fit [73], Next-Fit and First-Fit Decreasing [23],
Opportunistic-Fit [27], Multiple Heuristics [78], repacking
algorithm [71]
Other
Fair proportional scheduler [13] Bin packing [14] – [31] Distributed
bartering algorithm [75] Random search (biased statistical sam-
pling) [79] Random search (biased statistical sampling) [84] Brute-
force [87], Constraints-based model [91], NA [99], A framework
[57, 60], cloud broker [3]
Table 2: Existing Approaches that handle preferences in VMP
For VMP, preferences have been expressed as a utility function of the administrator for differ-
ent combinations of SLA satisfaction, reliability and energy [20] and as breaking tie mechanism
for final solutions of the MOP [50]. Also, preferences have been used to correlate two VMs to
be placed on the same PM based on historical experience and thus minimizing number of ac-
tive PMs [51] . Indeed, one of the most well-suited roles of preferences in EA is to reduce the
final Pareto set. Thus, the work of Ihara et al. [33], Blagodurov et al. [10] and López-Pires and
Barán [52] considered administrator preferences to reduces final solutions of the VM problem.
A decentralized datacenter over different local departments have been considered in Saber et al.
[69] where it assumes every department administrator has a (possibly conflicting) preference.
Alashaikh and Alanazi [2] considered the case where some VMs have a ranking over which PM
to be placed and used a variant of NSGA-II to return preferred solutions based on the notion of
ceteris paribus preferences.
3.1.2 Simulated Annealing
Another common technique to solve the VMP problem is Simulated Annealing, a single-based
metaheuristic technique to solve optimization problems [38]. A number of proposal has devel-
oped simulated annealing-based heuristics to solve the VMP problem. Tsakalozos et al. [82]
developed a two-phase VM-to-PM placement scheme in which a group of PMs, termed cohort,
are first identified as potential host based on some properties, then the final constrained map-
ping is resolved taking into account customers’ special requirements and preferences. The goal
in selecting a subset of all available PMs in the first phase is to reduce the number of constraints
and the search space during the second phase. In addition to resource and cloud specifications
constraints, the scheme considers customers deployment hints such as colocation of multiple VMs
in a single PM and reserving a whole PM for a single VM. The authors proposed two heuristics
for filtering cohort PMs and placement based on simulated annealing.
Moreover, Tsakalozos et al. [83] developed a cloud gateway, Nefeli, that takes customers
deployment hints when mapping incoming VMs to PMs. The hints realize customer several
preferences related to VMs deployment such as colocation, availability, proximity or any other
information.
Their objective is optimize cloud energy efficiency and load balancing while meeting cloud
admin constraints. At the same time, Nefeli tries to satisfy customers preferences but it may
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only satisfy parts of them and ignore the rest based on the available resources. For evaluating
multiple placement solutions, Nefeli adopts a weighted score function on constraints, where a
weight derived from customer hints is associated with each constraint. The set of constraints is
further decoupled into hard and soft constraints. While the first is strict and has to be met, the
second only contributes to the score function. Eventually, the optimal solution is defined as the
one with the highest score. The algorithm adopts a simulated annealing-based algorithm to solve
the placement problem and a search space reduction method was used for large scale problems.
Mahalingam and Sengottaiyan [54] adopted Nefeli to develop a cloud service selection mecha-
nism that takes into account VMs’ preferences for price and QoS and search for acceptable offers.
Lastly, Addya et al. [1] developed a bi-objective optimization model to maximize revenue and
minimize energy consumption and solve it using a simulated annealing technique. The proposed
model attempts to maximize the revenue and minimize the power budget. A trade-off between
the two objectives is maintained based on administrator’s preference.
3.2 Matching
The VMP can be naturally described as a matching problem. The set of participants in this
matching are often the available VMs and PMs where every participant express preferences over
who to partner with. Such preference relations are due to some metrics such as transmission cost
or processing capabilities and requirements which can be measured or estimated. The result of
the matching is that every VM is placed on exactly one PM. Stability is an important property
where a matching is considered stable when no machine (VM or PM) would prefer another
machine to its current partner [62].
The literature shows different roles of preferences when matching VMs to PMs. VMs could
rank PMs based on some properties such as transmission cost [93], migration time and cost [42]
, processing capabilities [94] , and security [8] while PMs rank VMs based on their migration
overhead [42] , CPU and resource utilization [15, 94], and risk [8, 61]. Kim and Lee [43] also
considered the case where preferences are not necessarily a ranking and ties are allowed. The
goal is often to minimize the overall dissatisfaction score which is defined as sum of ranks. This
score can be intuitively seen as the average happiness of VMs and PMs.
Preferences have been utilized to place high throughput applications near computation nodes
to minimize cost of communication [45]. Dhillon et al. [22] addressed consolidating multiple
VMs on the same PM while minimizing degradation performance. It assumed that every VM
acts as a selfish agent and has a preference over which other VM to partner with on the same
PM. The preference is based on some hidden cost function related to the VM. Kella and Belalem
[42] considered the case of multiple cloud providers with intermediate brokers where customers
express preferences. The live migration problem where formulated as a matching problem with
the goal is to reduce the overall energy consumption without degrading QoS. Cui and Tso [17]
considered jointly consolidate network where the policies, which resides in middle boxes such as
firewalls and load balancers..etc, are migrated first then a matching between PMs and VMs based
on the communication cost and resource usage is applied. In [48], a descriptive language based
on XML for the preferences of datacenter managers was proposed. The goal is to automate the
matching procedure while classifying preferences into two classes: flexible and inflexible. Wang
et al. [88] addressed the problem when VMs and PMs cooperate on a mutual objective (reducing
the overall energy consumption). Chu et al. [15] added storage PMs as a third set into the
matching where storage PMs prefer smaller VMs. Pillai and Rao [64] considered the case where
Iaas request is beyond the capability of a single PM and therefore developed a mechanism to
form coalition with the goal of minimize total execution time based on uncertainty principle in
game theory. The work in [98] addressed the problem of migrating VMs for security preferences
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to make it harder for attackers to locate targeted VMs. Lastly, Korasidis et al. [44] enhanced
the scalability of the stable matching technique for VMP problem by considering only the top-k
alternatives in the preference list.
3.3 MCDM
Multi Criteria Decision Making (MCDM) [41] is a field of study to find and analyze preferred
options in complex problems under conflicting criteria. Two well-known techniques in MCDM
are AHP and TOPSIS [90]. Araujo et al. [5] presented an MCDM method to rank the best cloud
infrastructures based on a customized dependability metric and the cost. The customized metric
takes customer service constraints such as reliability, downtime, and cost into consideration. The
model allows users to express their preferences on cost versus availability, through a planning
and analysis tool, to obtain the best configuration for them. Tarighi et al. [80, 81] presented a
method for VM migration between cluster nodes (a group of PMs) using TOPSIS algorithm The
aim of their algorithm is to achieve load balancing among PMs by moving load from the most
overloaded PMs to the least-overloaded PMs and attempt to minimize migration cost defined
in terms of amount of data copied and transferred. The TOPSIS method is a Multi Criteria
Decision Making technique stands for order preference by similarity to ideal solution. It is
based on selecting an alternative solution from a finite set of alternatives that is closest to the
ideal solution and farthest from the negative ideal solution. The ideal solution is the solution
that maximizes the benefits and minimizes the cost, whereas the negative ideal solution does
the opposite. Typically, each alternative is evaluated with respect to some attributes (decision
criteria), and each attributes is assigned a weight based on its importance (i.e., given by the
user).
The alternatives are ranked according to the relative closeness to the ideal solution: the closer
the alternative, the better.
PM nodes are sorted from the highest overloaded to the idle ones based on some criteria such
as CPU, RAM, NET, etc. Each attribute is given a weight. Then after finding the most saturated
PM, the algorithm tries to find the best VM candidate for migration based on similar criteria
w.r.t VMs. The proposed TOPSIS algorithm can receive three types of information including
deterministic, linguistic, and fuzzy information.
Arianyan et al. [6] proposed a TOPSIS algorithm aiming to optimize energy, SLA, and num-
ber of migrations in a cloud data center. The algorithm selects VMs to be migrated when
overloaded PMs are predicted. It considers a decision matrix of the resource utilizations and
capacities of VMs. Each VM is assigned a score for each resource criterion based on the ideal
points concept. The total score of a VM is the weighted combination of the scores of criterion.
The weights for each VM are set independently. Rane and Srivastava [68] introduced a cloud
broker architecture to help application customers select their cloud provider considering both
functional and non-functional requirements on the service. While functional requirements must
be satisfied, non-functional requirements are associated with weights to specify their priority on
these requirements.
Further, an MCDM constraint significant factor realizing the preference of each constraint is
utilized. Then, the method tries to maximize customers satisfaction. Kabir et al. [40] proposed a
two phase VMP algorithm that first selects a cluster of PMs and then a PM inside the cluster to
place a VM. The proposed algorithm is based on the MCDMmethod PROMETHEE. In brief, the
method is based on outranking alternatives. Preferences on each criterion is quantified as a real
number and aggregated onto a weighted preference index. Then, each alternative is evaluated
by the number of alternatives outrank it and the number of alternatives it outranks based on
the preference index. The alternative with the largest net outranking is the most preferred one.
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3.4 Heuristics
Shi and Hong [73] proposed a First-Fit algorithm aiming to maximize the profit without violating
the service level agreement (SLA) and the power budget. The algorithm considers two kinds of
the SLAs: the hard SLA and the soft SLA. Hard SLA is not tolerable and violating any of its term
yields no revenue. For the soft SLA, application customer can tolerate performance degradation
to some extent and provider revenue will suffer certain loss accordingly. The more elastic the VMs
are, the more VMs can be consolidated onto a PM. Thus, this elastic model allows providers
to manage revenue based on SLA. Moreover, Dow [23] used modified Next-Fit and First-Fit
heuristics to solve VMP pin packing problem. They proposed to decompose the VM consolidation
into two phases; an abstract packing that satisfy constraints, and a concrete assignment based
on preferential colocation and anti-colocation. Alternatively, Georgiou et al. [27] developed an
Opportunistic-Fit algorithm addressing the problem of placing VMs with an Infrasturctue-as-a-
service (IaaS) request, in which a group of VMs are jointly consolidated in the cloud. Considering
DC PortLand architecture, they proposed two VM placement algorithms that exploit user’s
hints about the desired features of the requested IaaS. The user specifies its requirements on
the VMs and their colocation preferences through an XML document. The hints considered
here is concerned about the bandwidth needs for specific pairs of VMs and the anti-collocation
constraints for pairs of VMs. In the first algorithm, a greedy algorithm places requested VMs as
close as possible to each other while satisfying colocation requirements as possible, or otherwise,
a path with sufficient bandwidth between them. The second algorithm tries to minimize the
time expended for the placement decision by identifying promising neighborhoods of PMs for
deploying the IaaS first before applying the greedy placement algorithm.
3.5 Other Methods
In this part, we review several works that adopt exact methods or general customized heuristics.
Viswanathan et al. [87] addressed High-Performance Computing (HPC) applications place-
ment in clouds. They proposed a VM consolidation strategy that aims at optimizing resource
utilization and energy efficiency through while satisfying application QoS. A brute-force search
algorithm is used to optimize energy efficiency and performance with a parameter utilized to
adjust the possible trade-off between them. He et al. [31] proposed a matching algorithm for
VMs migration addressing IaaS management in clouds. For incoming IaaS request, the algorithm
finds a suitable PM based on available resources. If there are multiple suitable PMs, the system
gives preferential attention to more important customers. A PM is recognized by the different
properties it has, and a customer may express different preferences over these properties. The
preferences are given in values indicating their importance to the customer. Then, the algorithm
tries to choose the most suitable PM that satisfies the preference order the most. Wright et al.
[91] developed a two phase resource selection model that can handle a combination of hard and
soft constraints. The model intends to enable users to match their applications requirements to
infrastructure resources. A direct search algorithm is proposed to solve the problem.
Chen et al. [13] considered the problem of mapping virtual CPUs of VMs to physical ones.
A proportional scheduler (PS) is proposed to provide fair allocation of CPU resources among
virtual CPUs. It assigns a weight to every VM based on its computational requirements. CPU-
affinity is defined as a property of virtual CPU that describes which physical CPU it can run
on. Based on their study the report that inappropriate definition of weight may produce unfair
proportional sharing of CPU. Sonnek et al. [75] presented a decentralized affinity-aware migration
technique that dynamically migrates VMs based on network affinity between pairs of VMs in
order to minimize intra-cloud traffic. Affinity here is defined as VMs interdependency (i.e.,
volume of traffic monitored between pairs of VMs). The authors developed a distributed bartering
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algorithm that tries to place VMs on a PM that is closer to the data they need. VMs have
preference ordering on which PM they migrate to based on the monitored intra-traffic. The
VM is responsible for negotiation of placement with PMs which would improve the scalability
of the algorithm and minimize the overhead. Zhou et al. [99] developed three live VM storage
migration mechanisms. The mechanisms introduce a trade-off between the efficiency and cost of
VM migration. They also consider user experience (IO penalty), cluster management (migration
time) and device usage (degree of wear) in the migration decision by utilizing a migration cost
(utility function) in which weights reflect different design preferences.
Tantawi [79] proposed a biased random search method based on biased statistical sampling. It
maps VMs and other workloads into PMs and other physical entities so that an objective function
is optimized. The algorithm takes into account both administrators and users requirements
and allows users to specify their preferences over the constraints (hard/soft constraints) over
some criteria such as location. The biasing pushes solution towards satisfying constraints and
preferences. Unuvar et al. [84] adopted the same method to address VMP in hybrid clouds.
The placement decision takes into account whether private or public cloud is preferred for a
customer and a customer preference on splitting VMs over private and public clouds. Sotiriadis
et al. [76] presented VMs migration within OpenStack cloud platforms considering the FIWARE
platform 1. The migration tool is developed following the FI-WARE conceptual model and offers
a set of software modules, called as Specific Enablers (SEs) that allow flexible developments of
healthcare applications. Within the deployment process of VMs, the system stores and retrieve
users preferences including geographic location preference. This is done utilizing a graphical
interface to configure customer preferences. Chen et al. [14] proposed a Joint Affinity Aware
Grouping and Bin Packing (JAGBP) method that aims to minimize the application performance
cost and maximize the resource utilization. The affinity relationships of VMs define colocation
and disperse placement preference based on VMs interdependency.
They define three affinity types and affinity relations, namely, colocation placement affin-
ity/relation (co-affinity/relation), no-colocation placement affinity/relation (no co-affinity/relation)
and fixed placement affinity/relation (fixed-affinity/relation). JAGBP were found, empirically,
to improve the above objectives compared to non-affinity aware placement.
4 Benefits, Limits, and Challenges
4.1 Potential Benefits
After the demonstration of preferences usage, here we deduce some of the benefits of incorporating
preferences into the VMP problem.
User Satisfaction Indeed one of the main benefits of considering preference is to find solutions
that are not only optimized but also preferred by the user or decision maker. Apart from
setting firm and solid requirements, a customer or a cloud administrator can express addi-
tional soft requirements through preferences. Considering such preferences would increase
the satisfaction of both parties and usually a graphical interface is utilized to specify the
preferences [76, 82, 83].
Reducing the Complexity The VMP is a complex problem given all the possible conflict-
ing objectives, constraints from multiple entities, functional and non-functional properties,
1FIWARE is developed within the FI-STAR FP7 project that utilizes cloud technologies and IoT to support
healthcare services and applications, http://www.fi-star.eu.
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random nature of workload changes, and managerial and geographical policies. It is re-
markably noticed in the literature that considering preferences introduces some sort of
flexibility to the problem. For example, Ye et al. [95] reported in their study that the num-
ber of PMs required to host VMs with colocation constraints decreases when the constraints
are softened. In addition, the gain of incorporating preferences can help in improving the
scalability of large scale problems as in [44].
Moreover, preference information can be utilized to set criteria for managing complex
processes. As an example, consider the dynamic PM consolidation process. Typically,
there exists a trade-off between the goodness of the process and time completion due the
complexity of the process [59]. Preferences can be utilized to resolve this trade-off in an
efficient manner. In addition, cloud providers typically offer predefined instances of virtual
resources with different capabilities as well as value-added features and services (e.g., choice
of OS, traffic on a private VLAN, etc). The customer choices impact the pricing of such
leasing. Wright et al. [91] defined application soft and hard constraints to reduce the
complexity of choosing suitable deployment.
In complementary to the previous point, there are cases we found inspiring to use predefined
soft constraints. Hao et al. [30] considered bounded constraints violation to maintain and
fix the feasibility of the LP problem under study. The selection of the constraints and the
extent to which they are softened is critical to the quality of the solution and should be set
based on administrator preferences rather than arbitrary.
Reducing Search Space Multiobjective problems typically obtain multiple Pareto solutions,
and the number of these solutions grows significantly as the number of objectives grows.
Thus, preferences have been utilized to help mitigate this burden [2, 20, 33, 51, 52, 69]. The
same can be said about other algorithms e.g., alternative based algorithms. For example,
the work in [82] considered a two phase approach and applied non-functional preferences
in the second phase to reduce the number of the obtained list of candidate PMs.
Adaptation of Specialized Services Preferences and soft constraints can be utilized within
VMP schemes to enable the hosting and QoS guarantees of specialized services e.g., map-
ping special services to a PM or a set of PMs. Security concerns [98], NFV chaining [61],
HPC placement [87], Mobile applications [97], and smart TV services [43], Web services
[57] are examples of VMP problem for specialized services that incorporated the notion of
preferences in their approaches.
Improving Performance Preference can be used as guideline for optimizing the performance
of the system. Such preferences are usually inspired from meta-analysis of the problem
and identified as preferred settings or configurations to the machine. Consider the work on
[86] for instance, the authors conducted a detailed experimental study and identified the
parameters that influence the cost of migrating a VM and provided some recommended
rules to improve VM migration efficiency. We expect that these rules (e.g., migrate appli-
cations with small active memory first, migrate low priority applications first) can suitably
be identified as preferences rather than strict constraints or objectives.
Furthermore, constraints and objectives are considered known, hard and strict. preferences
are soft, and can be given on top of the problem in a way that does not impact constraints
and objectives. However, preferences can be known in advanced, known a posteriori, or
learned throughout system life. The later can be useful in the VMP context as the system
preferences can be learned and adapted to operational status of the cloud [9]. This would
give a wider perspective to administrator on getting to know how different unknown options
arise from the problem and to what extent it can change the output [9, 60]
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4.2 Limitations and Research Opportunities
Compactness and Cognitive Burden As the size of the alternatives becomes large, direct
assessment of preferences becomes problematic. VMP indeed has huge space of possible
alternatives and directly evaluating them would be a cognitive demanding task. For ex-
ample, consider a customer expressing his preferences for the placement over 10 PMs. He
needs to express his preferences in ordinal way by pairwise comparisons for every pair of
the PMs. This is indeed problematic as the user would lose focus let alone being cognitively
able to accurately specify his preferences.
The vast majority of VMP approaches assume the existence of a utility function. Accurately
specifying utility functions by end users have been shown to be a difficult and tedious task
[26]. In many situations, users cannot afford more than qualitative statements of the
form “ x is better than y". The literature lacks concrete attempt for addressing user’s
policies and preference on qualitative way. Furthermore, it is usually assumed that the
utility function of one attribute is independent from other attributes. This assumption
is too strong to be met in practice as the utility of one attribute may depend on other
attributes’ values. Generalized Additive Independence Networks (GAI-net) [28] weaken this
assumption by allowing the utility function of one attribute to depend on other attributes.
On the qualitative part, Conditional Preference Networks (CP-nets) [11] are a prominent
graphical model to represent conditional preferences.
Such compact models have been proposed in the last decade to avoid the cognitive burden
of specifying preferences in multiattribute domains. They require reasonable effort from
the user and both adopt the conditional preferential independency notion that allow de-
composing the preferences into smaller but compact components while being expressive
enough to capture many scenarios in practice [4, 41].
Uncertainty, Vagueness, and Risk Recently, there have been several work on dynamic and
uncertain VMP [12, 32, 53, 55] where workload and operational status may change fre-
quently over time. However, it is important to tackle the problem from the decision maker
perspective and consider preferences in uncertain situations. Current approaches usually
assume preferences happen with certainty where, in practice, preferences are issued with
an uncertain idea over the set of possible alternatives. This is evident in the VMP as
customers are unaware of possible complexities on the cloud. In such case, it is no more
a deterministic choice but rather a lottery over the alternatives. A lottery is a probabil-
ity distribution over alternatives [41]. Preferences are then represented over lotteries and
known concepts such as expected utility can be used to rank the alternatives.
Learning and Revision Machine learning has been recognized as an enabler technology in
building and designing cloud data centers [46, 49, 72]. The VMP problem is dynamic in
nature and preferences often change over time. This urges for approaches to not only han-
dling uncertain preferences but also learn and revise them in the light of new information.
Instead of insisting on having the preferences upfront, it is better to elicit them during
the solving process. Such elicitation holds the promise of proposing interactive learning
strategies that consider humans in the loop when solving the VMP and thus lower the
cognitive burden in specifying preferences. Another approach is to learn customers and
administrators preferences from historical data (i.e., learning preferences passively from
past deployments).
Group Decision Making The VMP problem is inherently a group decision making problem.
A group of customers and cloud administrators are issuing their preferences on different
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aspects of the problem. It is likely that the issued preferences are conflicting with each other
and further aggregation and reconciliation methods are required. For instance, consider the
scenario of Ilkhechi et al. [34] where each group of VMs are relying heavily on some PMs
(named sinks). These sinks (e.g., supercomputers) are a subset of the PMs and it is likely
that customers’ preferences would be conflicting on how to utilize them. Thus, aggregating
the preferences need to ensure certain properties like the fairness of the deployment among
customers.
5 Conclusions
Virtualization technology has enabled cloud data centers to become a cost effective, flexible
and customizable destination to host services and application of companies at different scales.
The VMP is a problem of significant importance to the cloud design for sustaining its profit
and popularity. The literature shows a wide variety of approaches to solve the problem and
its variants. The problem is also full of preferences of the involved parties including cloud
administrators and customers. Therefore, proper handling of preferences is crucial to the success
of the proposed approaches.
In this paper, we discussed the current approaches for handling preferences in VMP. We
highlighted certain limitations and identified some research opportunities. Analyzing the VMP
problem from a decision making point of view gives arise to several interesting research challenges.
Adopting compact models of preferences such as CP-nets and GAI-net is particularly promising
given the large number of attributes in the problem. This have the potential of reducing the
cognitive aspect of the problem and thus increase its applicability. Another important research
to be explored is interactively learning the constraints and preferences of the cloud admin and/or
customers as well as passively learning the soft constraints among VMs and PMs from historical
data. Lastly, proposals based on group decision making techniques hold the promise of solving
the problem taking everyone’s preferences in a fair and transparent manner. Addressing such
issues may result in a user-centric VMP problem that is widely adopted by the stakeholders.
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